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Illinois State University

Java-based uPortal Provides Open Source Solution
to Campus Information Needs

Key highlights
Less than three years ago David Williams, the Associate VP of Information Technology at Illinois
Institution

State University, began grappling with a problem shared by many colleagues across the higher

Illinois State University

educational sector.

Industry/Market
Higher Education
Hardware
• 16 Sun Netra™ servers
• 2 Sun Fire™ servers
• Cisco SSL accelerator and load balancer

Williams understood that it was essential for his institution to build an anytime, anywhere,
any device portal that would allow students, faculty, and staff access to the key information
needed to thrive in modern education systems. But with a limited budget, legacy mainframe
applications, and a variety of independent Oracle and MS SQL database solutions, it seemed as
though there was no way to reconcile his far-reaching vision with the campus’ limited resources.
Yet when 4,000 freshmen turned up for college this fall for their two-day orientation
session, they were introduced to a state-of-the-art, campus-wide portal named iCampus that
they immediately embraced as an essential educational, recreational and organizational tool.

Software:

“Originally we thought we would have to 'sell' it to students,” says Mark Troester, the direc-

• Java™

tor of Institutional Web Support Services at Illinois State. “But after a day or two we

• JavaServer Pages™

realized we just had to show it to them—they understood and picked it up almost intuitively.”

• J2EE™
• Customized version of the uPortal
open standard campus Web software

“The iCampus system is a great example of a technology that becomes indispensable. Once
you use it, you wonder how you ever managed without it,” Troester says.
The students agree. “I really like the new iCampus,” emailed one freshman. “I like the ability
to access all of my information from any computer.”

Challenge
• Integrate all relevant university
information across a campus-wide portal

“I was very impressed!” wrote another. “This will revolutionize the way students access
campus-wide information and will be very beneficial for the University.”
A quick look at what iCampus offers makes it easy to understand their enthusiasm. Even
in its current early stage of development iCampus gives students access to a broad array of

Solution

personalized information. Each student has a unique user name and password, and logs on to

• iCampus campus-wide portal

the system using a secure connection. Once online the students can see class schedules, grades,

• Allow students, faculty and staff access

textbooks, and course material. They can check the status of their Redbird campus debit card,

to personalized information.
• Integrates backend legacy systems

calculate their GPA based on future grades, and view their financial aid status. They can use
the integrated calendar and email applications to keep in touch and on top of their schedules.
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seek consulting help to mentor his staff in the

A quick look at what iCampus
offers makes it easy to understand
their enthusiasm.

new technologies needed for deployment.
Among JA-SIG’s main goals are to nurture
communication of best practices, new technologies, and innovative Java projects, and to
increase technology cross-fertilization between
firms and schools on both a functional and
geographic basis.

“ IBS offered us a jump-start that accelerated

Some 4,000 freshmen were included in

One of the most important outgrowths of

the process. Working with someone who had

the portal’s first stage of introduction, but

these aims is the development of uPortal—a

set up the framework previously was a huge

plans are already well advanced to increase

free, sharable academic portal under develop-

advantage. Even though we were starting

both the number of participants and the scope

ment by institutions of higher-education.

from zero they weren’t.”

of information, says Williams. “Our long term

Mark Troester,
Director of Institutional
Web Support Services,
lllinois State University

uPortal is an open-standard effort using

goal is to bring all student services to the

Java, XML, JSP and J2EE. It is a collaborative

portal, and then integrate the faculty and

development project in which the effort is

the staff,” he says. By next year Williams

shared among several of the JA-SIG member

hopes to have all 20,000 Illinois State

institutions which then make the benefits

University students online, and to introduce

available to every single university.

online registration, which, because of

The guiding idea behind uPortal is to

devilishly complex business logic, is the holy

build a platform that allows each user to define

grail of all campus portals. By the end of the

a unique and personal view of the campus

current four year plan all relevant University

Web and to use community tools, such as

information will be integrated and accessible

chat, forums, email and calendaring to

on iCampus , he predicts.

build relationships and knowledge.

So how did the Illinois State University

Williams quickly realized that uPortal

manage to build such a comprehensive system

could provide the kernel for a solution to many

in such a short time and with a limited budget

of the challenges he faced in implementing

of under $500,000 over the past year? The

his vision of a connected campus. But he

University initially considered some of the

also realized that with limited time, staff and

commercial vendors who offered turnkey

experience with the new technologies neces-

portal packages. They soon discovered that

sary to implement the uPortal architecture

they lacked the flexibility needed for working

it would be hard to customize the modular

with the campus legacy systems, and the cost

application to the specific needs of Illinois

estimates far exceeded campus funding.

State University.

Building a system from scratch was also

The campus portal committee started

out of the question. Illinois State University

looking for a mentoring relationship with a

had neither the person power, experience nor

consulting firm that had experience with

resources to take on such a mammoth task.

uPortal, Java, XML, and J2EE in a higher

The best possible option, Williams discovered,

education setting. The campus bid for this

was to work with the Java in Administration

project was awarded to Interactive Business

Special Interest Group, (JA-SIG), an independent

Solutions, a founding member of JA-SIG and

organization devoted to increasing academic

a highly regarded commercial vendor working

and business collaboration on the use of

in the higher education IT field.

Java in administrative applications, and to
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the system in the future. “We had a relationship

ated the process,” Troester says. “Working

with IBS where they not only helped code and

with someone who had set up the framework

modify uPortal, but where they helped train

previously was a huge advantage. Even though

staff so we could handle it on our own,”

we were starting from zero they weren’t.”

Williams notes.

The El Segundo, California based

Illinois State employs just two full-time

company offers universities everything from

programmers for uPortal in the Web services

development support to a complete turnkey

area, and reassigned time for systems staff

uPortal solution—often using off-the-shelf

in Administrative Information Systems and

components like the uPortal calendar and

the Internet systems support areas. Over 40

address book. Through its close relationship

other staff in various units have been retrained

with Sun, IBS’s solutions also provide the best

to contribute as and when needed. Many of

array of hardware. Most importantly, IBS sees

these are from the departments that actually

its role as a mentor rather than a consultant.

input and use the information like financial

A key tenet of its program is to empower

aid, library, registrar, admissions, housing

university staff to understand and implement

and student health services.

uPortal applications by themselves.
“We enable the university to empower

Another advantage of the system is that
by utilizing agnostic languages like Java and

every organization within the institution to

XML, uPortal takes mountains of previously

write content, while maintaining control of

incompatible information from disparate

the infrastructure within the central organiza-

legacy mainframes and unites these data

tion,” says IBS executive Adam Rybicki.

into a single smooth interface. “By using

This results not only in a significant cost

Java and XML as common languages the

saving, but in an intrinsically better system,

portal is capable of collecting data, running

since the staff that developed the system are

it through a style sheet and presenting it on

also charged with maintaining and expanding

the browser,” Troester says.
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“Our back end is all DB2 legacy systems

with Sun solutions and Solaris. Also, the

developed over many years. So the web portal

built-in scalability of Sun products fits with

allows us to create a façade that gives the user

the gradual growth and rollout of new

the appearance of a fully-integrated, one-stop

services, giving the system a degree of

information system,” adds Williams. To

flexibility that would have been hard to

interface DB2 with uPortal, the administrative

achieve with other equipment.

information systems unit turned to Eagle,

In the best spirit of iCampus’ open-stan-

a middleware solution developed by the

dard roots, Williams is happy to pass on the

University of Florida. Eagle provided the

lessons he has learned so far. Even with the

key integration between DB2 and the XML

best system, he notes, “you can never do

need for uPortal. “Rather than having to

enough planning,” he advises. Other key

re-write our applications specifically for

factors are to work hard on communications

the Portal, with Eagle we are able to retain

to secure campus buy in, and to be flexible

the business logic embedded in our Cobol

in implementation.

applications and still produce XML output,”

He has no hesitation in recommending

said Dan Hayden, Assistant Vice President

the uPortal-IBS partnership to other academic

for Administrative Information Systems at

institutions. “For state-run institutions with

Illinois State University.

severe budget constraints it works very well,”

The use of Sun equipment to run the

he says. “Using open source software, sticking

portal has also been significant. Illinois State

with existing solutions, integrating legacy

University staff were already familiar with Sun

solutions, and borrowing solutions developed

so little retraining was needed. The majority

by other universities, we created a system that

of the campus Internet services are deployed

we could never have achieved otherwise.”
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